Abstract. An inhomogeneous, non-premixed, stationary, turbulent, reacting model flow that is accessible to direct numerical simulation (DNS) is described for investigating the effects of mixing on reaction and for testing mixing models. The mixture-fraction-progress-variable approach of Bilger is used, with a model, finite-rate, reversible, single-step thermochemistry, yielding nontrivial stationary solutions corresponding to stable reaction and also allowing local extinction to occur. There is a uniform mean gradient in the mixture fraction, which gives rise to stationarity as well as a flame brush. A range of reaction zone thicknesses and Damkohler numbers are examined, yielding a broad spectrum of behaviour, including thick and thin flames, local extinction and near equilibrium. Based on direct numerical simulations, results from the conditional moment closure (CMC) and the quasi-equilibrium distributed reaction (QEDR) model are evaluated. Large intermittency in the scalar dissipation leads to local extinction in the DNS. In regions of the flow where local extinction is not present, CMC and QEDR based on the local scalar dissipation give good agreement with the DNS. M This article features multimedia enhancements available from the abstract page in the online journal; see http://www.iop.org.
Introduction
Non-premixed turbulent combustion occurs widely in industry, motivating interest in forming better turbulent combustion models. Since probability density function (PDF) methods treat reaction exactly and thereby show exceptional promise for these flows, a primary interest of the authors is in the development and improvement of PDF mixing models for use in turbulent combustion calculations. Towards this end, direct numerical simulations (DNS) of a new model reacting flow are performed in this work.
In 1989 Givi [1] reviewed the current use of DNS for turbulent reacting flows. Singlestep chemistry was used universally at that time. Since then, some research groups have developed multi-step chemistries to address questions such as flame structure and the effects of more detailed chemistry in non-premixed flames [2] [3] [4] . All of the references just cited, however, simulate decaying turbulence, which incurs the added difficulties of determining the correct initial conditions and understanding the dependence on the initial condition. There is also the concern that the strong dependence of the Reynolds number on time may mask the phenomena of interest. The more detailed chemistry these groups are implementing is very useful in that it has enabled the investigation of specific questions which single-step chemistries cannot address; however, the price for this capability is high, both in computational cost and in complexity. For these and other reasons we have opted to pursue another track, namely DNS Periodic reaction zones is simply a two-scalar formulation for a layered, non-premixed reacting flow, with a constant gradient in the mean mixture fraction producing the layers. The mixture fraction is a conserved scalar, and when it is convected by statistically stationary, homogeneous, isotropic turbulence the result is the often-studied mean scalar-gradient flow [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . What is novel about PRZ is the inclusion of a second scalar, the mass fraction of the product (progress variable) in the finite-rate reaction,
in a manner that provides for the requirements of a statistically stationary, Fourier DNS. These requirements include non-trivial stationary solutions, periodicity and computational tractability. PRZ meets these demands and proves itself useful as well, both for testing turbulence models and for investigating physical phenomena such as local extinction. Figure 1 illustrates the DNS solution of PRZ, showing the cubical solution domain on the left with isosurfaces of the stoichiometric mixture fractions for the flame and reversed flame. On the right is shown the variation of mean mixture fraction, ξ , and mean progress variable, Y , in the flow at this time. The layered mixture-fraction field is clearly visible, with large fluctuations in mixture fraction wrinkling the isosurfaces. Fluctuation levels (i.e. ξ ) for the other runs are even larger.
To summarize, the PRZ model flow consists of the following elements: a homogeneous, isotropic velocity field, which requires forcing to maintain statistical stationarity; a passive scalar field representing the mixture fraction; and a reacting scalar field representing the perturbation of the progress variable from equilibrium (in place of the progress variable itself, as will be seen). There is a mean gradient in the mixture fraction, enabling it to attain stationarity if the velocity field is stationary. Since the mixture fraction is a passive scalar it is not affected by the reacting scalar. Conversely, the source term in the evolution equation for the reacting scalar is uniquely determined by the mixture-fraction-progress-variable state. The following subsections address each of these elements in turn.
Velocity field
The velocity field is constant-density, homogeneous, isotropic turbulence, which is forced to maintain statistical stationarity. The deterministic forcing scheme of Overholt and Pope [17] is used, which employs a wavenumber-dependent linear amplification of the lower-wavenumber modes of the three-dimensional (3D) energy spectrum function, relaxing them over time towards a model energy spectrum function, which accurately represents grid turbulence. This forcing scheme was shown to have the significant advantages, over stochastic forcing methods, of not introducing additional statistical variability into the computations and of allowing more physically realistic large-scale motions. In addition, it was advantageous to use this deterministic method in this study because it afforded direct control of both the integral scale,
, and the Kolmogorov scale, η, making it much easier to meet the unique spatial accuracy requirements of each case. Characterizations of the velocity field and its response to the various forcing parameters can be found in Overholt and Pope [17] . Table 1 lists a number of field quantities for the four DNS runs (κ 0 is the smallest wavenumber, equal to one). The forcing parameters used are listed in table 2 given in section 3.1 in the discussion of the DNS method.
Mixture fraction
This study focuses on the effect mixing has on reaction, and therefore particular importance is placed on the statistics of the passive scalar, the mixture fraction.
The mixture fraction is defined as in Bilger [18] :
where ϕ is a conserved scalar (Shvab-Zeldovich function) formed by the appropriate linear combinations of the mass fractions of the three species (fuel, oxidizer and product), ϕ O is a constant equal to the value of ϕ in pure oxidizer and ϕ F is a constant equal to the value of ϕ in pure fuel. Hence the mixture fraction is a conserved scalar equal to one in pure fuel and zero in pure oxidizer. The mixture fraction evolves by the convection-diffusion equation,
where is the molecular diffusivity, taken to be constant. As in Overholt and Pope [16] , the uniform mean mixture-fraction gradient β is imposed in the x 2 -direction on the statistically homogeneous mixture-fraction fluctuation field φ, yielding an inhomogeneous mixture-fraction field. Reynolds decomposing into mean and fluctuating parts, then, as
with appropriate conditions
yields the stationary, mean scalar-variance evolution equation for this study
where the scalar dissipation is defined as
Numerous passive scalar studies of this flow have been performed, theoretically [19] [20] [21] , experimentally [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] and numerically [12-16, 29, 30] . Most notably, the statistics reported by Overholt and Pope [16] correspond directly to those of the mixture-fraction fluctuation, φ(x, t), in this study. They used the stochastic forcing of Eswaran and Pope [31] ; however, as was shown in Overholt and Pope [17] , the deterministic forcing scheme used for this study yields the same mean statistics, but with reduced variability.
The passive scalar study of Overholt and Pope [16] used a value of β three times larger than that used in this study. However, since the evolution equation for φ is linear in β, the statistics of φ/β are independent of β. Therefore, the passive scalar study of Overholt and Pope [16] provides appropriate mixture-fraction fluctuation statistics for this study, and a proper basis for the current investigation of the effects of mixing on reaction.
Among the most significant findings of that work as it relates to this study are the following: the one-point PDF of φ is Gaussian and the statistics of both dissipation and scalar dissipation are stretched exponentials. A number of other time-and volume-averaged mixture-fraction statistics are given in table 1 for the four DNS runs of this study. 
Progress variable and thermochemistry
Following Bilger's formulation [8, 18, 32] , the second scalar is taken to be the mass fraction of product, Y , and is called the 'reaction progress variable'. It evolves by the equation
where the molecular diffusivity, , is the same as that for the mixture fraction, and S is the model reaction rate source term, uniquely determined by the ξ -Y state. The reaction rate is shown in figure 2 . The figure gives the reaction zone width, ξ r , which is a useful quantity in discussions of flame thickness (see section 3.3) and directly related to ξ e . Details of the thermochemistry formulation can be found in the appendix.
In the previous section the convection-diffusion equation was shown to govern the evolution of the mixture fraction. Although the mixture fraction has a physical meaning only in the interval [0, 1], its evolution equation allows it to take on any value. The only way to avoid this difficulty would be to solve equations for two reacting scalars, say the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions, and then define the mixture fraction based on those two variables. However, such an approach entails the need for two reaction rate source terms, which is not desirable. Therefore, it is necessary to extend the thermochemistry definition to allow for all values of mixture fraction.
Subramaniam [11] showed that the correct way to extend this thermochemistry is as plotted in figure 3 , or more specifically, 
where ξ is the smallest integer larger than ξ , ξ is the largest integer smaller than ξ and n is any integer. Both Y e and S are periodic in ξ , and are antisymmetric about the origin. The period, denoted by ξ L , is 2. Each period is composed of a positive portion and a negative portion. The negative portions not only have Y 0, but S 0 as well. This means that realizable regions where Y is positive and less than Y e , the equilibrium value, are effecting a net creation of product, while the realizable negative regions where Y is greater than Y e are effecting a net creation of reactants. Therefore, with mixing between the positive and negative regions, stationary solutions are possible at values of Y other than Y e and zero, which is highly desirable. Although the negative regions appear to be non-physical, they are well motivated mathematically and can be interpreted in physical terms. In particular, the statistics of ( ξ − ξ, −Y ) in 'reversed flames' are identical to those of (ξ, Y ) in 'flames'.
In order to facilitate future discussions it is useful to introduce the following definitions. The positive regions spoken of in the preceding paragraph are called 'flames' and the negative regions 'reversed flames'. Similarly, we denote as 'flame zones' the reactive regions ξ RF ,
for any integer n, and as 'reversed zones' the reactive regions ξ RR ,
where ξ s is the stoichiometric value of the mixture fraction. Finally, we use the term 'reaction zones', or ξ R , to denote the sum of the above,
It is also useful to define the perturbation of the reaction progress variable from equilibrium,
For very high reaction rates (high Damkohler number), the reaction is stable and the stationary solution for Y approaches Y e . Since Y e is a function of the mixture fraction (which is statistically inhomogeneous in the x 2 -direction), it is often more instructive to examine the statistics of the progress-variable perturbation instead of the progress variable itself. The governing equation for the perturbation is derived by substituting equation (18) into equation (10) and using equations (3), (5), (7) and continuity, which yields
where Y e is the second derivative of the equilibrium function with respect to ξ . Since the scalar fields are homogeneous in every spatial direction except for x 2 , taking expectations results in the equation
The terms in this equation are, from left to right, the change in y , turbulent transport, molecular transport, microscale mixing and reaction rate. As has been shown by Lee and Pope [7] , the microscale mixing and reaction rate terms are always as large as the largest terms in this equation, balancing each other at equilibrium. Additionally, at a sufficiently high Damkohler number the two transport terms are negligible.
, the time-dependent surfaces defined by ξ(x, t) = 2n + 1 2 are the stoichiometric surfaces of the flames, and similarly, ξ(x, t) = 2n − 1 2 are the stoichiometric surfaces of the reversed flames. The surfaces ξ(x, t) = n are the interfaces between the flames and the reversed flames and correspond to pure reactants. Accordingly, the boundary condition Y = 0 is imposed on these surfaces, i.e.
Y (x, t)
In section 3.1 numerical issues arising in the implementation of these boundary conditions are addressed. In summary, the second scalar adds the following parameters to the flow: a time scale for the reaction, τ * ; a reaction zone width, ξ r (or alternatively, the length scale, ξ e ); and a periodicity in ξ , ξ L . Therefore, PRZ can be characterized by three non-dimensional parameters: the Reynolds number, a Damkohler number ratio (Da/Da crit ) and a reaction zone thickness parameter, defined asξ r ≡ ξ r /ξ , where ξ is the rms mixture-fraction fluctuation. Further discussion of the parameter space is postponed until section 3.3.
Simple models: CMC and QEDR
The CMC, developed by Bilger [18] (similar to that derived independently by Klimenko [33] ), is based on the hypothesis that the fluctuations in Y arise primarily from fluctuations in ξ . Using this assumption an evolution equation can be derived for the conditional mean of Y , a single and tractable ODE. This is a first-moment or average closure; higher-order closures for the conditional reaction rate are possible and even recommended for flows with local extinction [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . However, higher-order closures are not considered in this study, and all further use of the term 'CMC' refers to the first-moment CMC. For details on the solution of CMC see Overholt and Pope [9] . CMC predicts stable combustion above a critical value of the Damkohler number, Da crit , and extinction for Da < Da crit . In table 1 the critical Da as determined from CMC, Da crit , is given. Then, in section 4.3, CMC solutions for conditional y are compared with the DNS results.
The QEDR model [39] assumes high Da such that the microscale mixing and reaction rate terms in equation (19) balance each other. The other terms are taken to be negligible. Hence the spatial structure of the reaction zone is determinable from the spatial structure of the mixing field. Given an expression for the reaction rate, this approximation results in a simple algebraic equation for y. Details are given in Overholt and Pope [9] . QEDR predictions are compared with CMC and DNS results in the next section.
Direct numerical simulations

Pseudo-spectral method
The DNS algorithm is based on the pseudo-spectral method of Rogallo [40] , and uses the same fully parallelized code as was used in Overholt and Pope [16] with the new deterministic forcing scheme presented in Overholt and Pope [17] . The full, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and evolution equations for ξ and y are solved on a three-dimensional grid. The grid is a cube with sides of length 2π in physical space, resulting in integer wavenumbers. An explicit, second-order Runge-Kutta method advances the solution in time steps t.
Aliasing errors incurred in the discrete fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) are reduced by a combination of phase shifting and truncation techniques, which have been shown to almost completely remove the aliasing error due to the quadratic nonlinearities of the convection terms [40] . However, the evolution equation for y contains several additional terms with higher-order nonlinearities which must be carefully treated to ensure that aliasing error is not incurred [7] (addressed in section 3.2). The truncation for aliasing error removal results in a maximum significant wavenumber of κ max = √ 2Nκ 0 /3, where N is the number of grid points in each direction. The deterministic forcing method requires the input of several parameters which define the target model energy spectrum function and the number of modes forced [17] . Table 2 gives values for these and other parameters for the simulations in this work.
To maintain realizability, the boundary condition given by equation (21) is enforced for ξ(x, t) ∈ (n + a, n − a), where a 1. Given completely accurate numerics, there should be no realizability violations. If, however, small realizability violations occur due to numerical error, they are corrected (e.g. if Y (ξ) becomes slightly greater than Y e (ξ ), then the value of Y (ξ) is reset to Y e (ξ ) and the reaction rate set to zero). 
Accuracy
It has been well established that temporal accuracy of the velocity fields is obtained if the time step t u results in a Courant number C 1 [31] ; however, the perturbation y evolves by the chemical time scale τ * , which is entirely independent of t u . In order to march all the fields with the same time step, t, that time step must be defined such that max{ t} = min{ t u , t y }
where t y is related to τ * in some as yet unknown manner. In the related work by Lee and Pope [7] , they found it sufficient to use
However, in that study the scalar variance was forced, whereas in this one it is not. For this and other reasons temporal accuracy was re-examined for these simulations using the following methodology. First, for a given grid size a very well resolved initial condition was obtained. Then, short runs of a fixed time duration, less than an eddy-turnover time, were made using different values of t/τ * . At the end of the run, the y-fields were compared directly in physical space (i.e. grid point by grid point) with the solution obtained for the smallest time step ( t/τ * = 0.10). This was performed for three different flows, all at high Da, and the maximum and average differences were compared with the reference value for y. This reference value, y ref , results from the high Da approximation y
At the stoichiometric value of ξ , ξ s , where |Y e | is the largest, the additional approximation
The results clearly show that equation (23) is sufficient to ensure second-order accuracy, as expected for our time-stepping scheme; however, in order to maintain a maximum difference of an order of magnitude less than the reference value, a maximum time step of 0.4τ * is required. To ensure good accuracy we use
Regarding spatial accuracy, Lee and Pope [7] made a careful study of the spatial accuracy requirements for the reacting scalar, resulting in several observations. They began by noting that the microscale mixing and reaction rate terms are always dominant, or at least as large as the largest terms in the evolution equation for y, leading to their conclusion that, if the microscale mixing term was adequately resolved, then the reaction rate term would also be well resolved. Under this assumption they proceeded to study the spatial accuracy requirements for microscale mixing and found that, for Taylor Reynolds numbers in the range [18, 100] , the empirical relation κ max η 6.2 ξ r + 1.1 (27) assured good accuracy. Obviously, this condition always gives good resolution of the velocity and passive scalar fields as well.
There are several differences between Lee and Pope's work [7] and this study, one being the difference in chemistry. The reaction rate length scale, ξ e , is taken to be twice as large as that used by Lee and Pope [7] in the hope that the factor 6.2 in equation (27) would scale linearly with 1/ ξ e , i.e. that κ max η 0.20
would hold. In order to test this condition the spatial accuracy requirements for y were tested again in this work, using an approach similar to that used for temporal accuracy, except that in this case the grid sizes were varied from 32 3 to 128 3 , with the common nodes being compared to the 128 3 solution. A time step of t = 0.1τ * was used. The results show that satisfaction of equation (28) results in maximum differences of more than an order of magnitude less than the reference value, which we took as sufficient evidence to use this scaled accuracy requirement with confidence for this PRZ model flow.
Choice of parameters
As introduced in section 2.3, PRZ is characterized by a Reynolds number, a Damkohler number, and a non-dimensional reaction zone thickness,ξ r = ξ r /ξ . In this section the Re-Da-ξ r parameter space is discussed, showing the rationale for the runs chosen for this study. The following subsection discusses the choice of the parameters defining the chemistry.
Unlike the case with premixed reacting flows, characteristic regions of behaviour for non-premixed reacting flows are not well established. We simply make distinctions of flame thickness and of reaction rate. Flame thickness distinctions are based on the reaction zone thickness parameter,ξ r , where values greater than one are taken to be 'thick flames' and values of less than one 'thin flames'. Thick flames correspond to mixture-fraction fluctuations smaller than the reaction zone width, ξ r , and narrow flame brushes (the width in the x 2 -direction swept out by the fluctuating stoichiometric isosurface). Conversely, thin flames correspond to mixture-fraction fluctuations larger than ξ r , giving wide flame brushes.
The reaction rate is well characterized by Da. Additionally, Da is divided by the critical value predicted by CMC for global extinction, Da crit , yielding the Damkohler number ratio referred to previously. This gives a measure of how far the flow is from global extinction (assuming, for the purposes of this study, that the DNS solution will experience global extinction at the same value as that predicted by CMC), which is of particular practical importance since models based on near-equilibrium assumptions, such as QEDR, are known to break down when the flow nears extinction.
In choosing the parameter space to be investigated by the four runs in this study, we began by deciding to fix the Reynolds number at the largest value that could be simulated given a reasonably wide range ofξ r (to be chosen) and constraints of time and computational cost (Re λ ≈ 30). Three of the runs were then chosen to span the greatest possible width inξ r -space at a fixed Da ratio, with the fourth run duplicating one of the first three at a higher Da (see table 1 ). The two Da-ratio values were chosen somewhat arbitrarily to be 25 and 50, with the goal of seeing local extinction (but not global extinction) at 25 and very little local extinction at 50.
3.3.1.
Chemistry. The chemistry formulation described in the appendix has several variable parameters, the choices of which are discussed in this section. For DNS it is advantageous to have as large a physical length scale, ξ e , as possible, since that directly affects the spatial accuracy requirements. Lee used a value of ξ e of 0.0318, which corresponds to a value of |Y e | max of 40. As seen in the appendix, the chemistry is defined for any non-zero value of |Y e | max , but for values less than about 20 the reaction rate function, S, loses its resemblance to real combustion systems. Hence a value of |Y e | max of 20 was chosen for this study, giving a value of ξ e of 0.0637.
There are two other parameters which must be chosen in order to define the chemistry, the constants C and B (see equations (A.10) and (A.11)). Parameter C determines the ratio ξ e / ξ r . A value of C of 0.529 was chosen to match that of Lee and Pope [11] , which, given a value of ξ e of 0.0637, results in a reaction zone width ξ r of 0.464. The actual value of ξ r is important for DNS, due to its influence on the reaction zone thickness parameterξ r = ξ r /ξ . The scalar rms, ξ , scales like β , and has a limited range of practical values. Therefore, it is important to choose a good value for ξ r such that can be as large as possible for the desiredξ r , thereby maximizing the Reynolds number.
This leaves B to be determined such that the function f (y) is negligible at y = Y e (or Y = 0). Using the arbitrary criterion of requiring f (Y e ) < 0.01 max(f ) results in a total error in S of 1.6 × 10 −5 at integer values of ξ , and a value of B of 10.5 ξ e = 0.668. The resulting reaction rate is that shown in figure 2.
DNS results
As seen in the previous section, there is considerable computational cost involved in fully resolving this flow. Hence the DNS simulations represented in table 1 are for simply one realization and relatively short periods of time. Therefore, the results are subject to the variability inherent in DNS, as discussed at length in Lee and Pope [7] and evident in figure 4. For this reason the approach taken was to examine simulation details (e.g. individual fields undergoing local extinction) rather than to present global statistics such as the critical Da, which would be rendered useless due to the resulting large confidence intervals. In fact, the issue of global statistics is further complicated in this flow by the spatial variation in the x 2 - direction, implying that conditioning will be required. We leave the gathering of such statistics to future work.
Characterization of the flame brush
One of the two flow parameters varied is the reaction zone width,ξ r , which depends inversely on the rms mixture fraction. The flame brush, defined as the area swept out in the x 2 -direction by the stoichiometric mixture-fraction isosurface, characterizes the mixture-fraction fluctuations. Figures 1 and 5 show the instantaneous, stoichiometric, mixture-fraction isosurface(s) for runs 4 and 1 and illustrate the differing fluctuations levels ξ at the extremes ofξ r examined. The isosurface in the second figure has several notable features. First of all, on the righthand side it is intricately coiled up around itself. On the left-hand side a slab-like finger is jutting far into the lower portion of the domain. Such features are relatively common in these simulations. (Note for the electronic version: an MPEG movie of the evolution of the stoichiometric isosurfaces is available.)
Scatter plots of ξ versus x 2 /L are shown in figures 6 and 7, where the flame brush can be interpreted as the extent of the fluctuations along the line ξ = 0.5. Each figure consists of about 5000 samples taken from a regularly spaced grid. The spatial variations visible in the scatter plots for the first run, run 1, are due to the large size of the integral scales (relative to the computational domain) yielding many fewer of the largest eddies for statistical averaging purposes than are present in the last run. The larger fluctuations present in the first run are also apparent. In run 1 the flame brush traverses over three-quarters of the domain, producing extensive wrinkling of the isosurface and area ratios (to be defined) in excess of five. Runs 2 and 3 are very similar to run 1, due to their similar values ofξ r .
Although more common in discussions of premixed flames, the surface-to-volume and area ratios give another measure of the mixture-fraction fluctuations in these runs. The surface-tovolume ratio of the constant property surface (or isosurface) ξ = is found using the relation of Pope [41] (
where f ξ (x 2 ; ) is the PDF of the mixture fraction. The area ratio of that surface can be found, then, as the integral
In the work of Overholt and Pope [16] it was found that the PDF of φ is Gaussian at this Reynolds number, and that the conditional χ |φ = ψ is equal to the unconditional χ . If, in addition, ∇ξ · ∇ξ is taken to be log-normal, it can be shown that
where
Making use of these two approximations and the time-averaged values of var[ln(χ )] (see table 3 ), can be predicted, yielding results very close to those calculated by the DNS. 
)) for each of the runs to that predicted by equation (31) (curves), with the corresponding area ratios given in the caption. Note that, due to periodicity, the right-hand side tails of the plots extend into the left-hand side (since the stoichiometric surface of ξ = − 3 2 is simply a periodic extension of the ξ = 1 2 surface). All the runs had average area ratios greater than five, which is double that usually seen in the literature, and the predicted integrated area ratios are within 8% of those calculated by the DNS.
Statistical variation
In addition to the statistical variations inherent in DNS and mentioned earlier, there are very large spatial variations in the instantaneous scalar dissipation fields. It was found that the reacting scalar results were strongly dependent on these statistical variations of χ ; therefore, discussions of y are prefaced here by an investigation of χ . For normalization purposes a nominal value of χ ref = 0.18 is used (the mean value of χ for all the runs, see table 1). The corresponding reference y value, as defined by equation (25) 
The large variations in χ can be seen in figure 9 , which shows a contour plot of log 10 (χ * /χ * q ), where
Based on the values of Da crit from CMC and of the mean ξ 2 , both given in table 1, a normalized, critical value of scalar dissipation can be defined as The critical values for each run are listed in table 5. In figure 9 contours are only shown for the largest values of χ * /χ * q , since they appear to be the most significant factor in triggering local extinction, as will be seen. (The contour values shown are for the logged ratio χ * /χ * q , and since χ * rarely exceeds χ * q , the highest values of the logged ratio are near zero and negative.) Note that the very highest levels (−0.3, full) are on the stoichiometric isosurface in the reversed zone. It is not clear, however, why there appears to be a clustering of high values of χ around the stoichiometric surfaces, since the φ field is statistically homogeneous. The large extent of the scalar dissipation fluctuations is an intermittency effect, which is clearly present even at the moderate Reynolds number of these simulations.
The very large range of χ-fluctuations is most clearly shown in its PDF in figure 10 , f χ * (X * ; t), where X is the sample-space variable for χ and Average moments for the PDF of ln(χ * ), f ln(χ * ) , are given in table 3, which shows that the scalar dissipation is very nearly log-normal. (A normal distribution has zero skewness, a kurtosis of 3 and a superskewness of 15. The PDFs and scalar dissipation moments for run 3 are not shown because the mixture fraction and hydrodynamic fields for run 3 are identical to the first two-thirds of run 2.) In each run the range of χ * is five decades. Only the turbulent dissipation displays similar behaviour.
The dependence of the PDF of ln(χ * ) on the Reynolds number is an important question, given the large variance seen at the relatively small Taylor Reynolds number of 30 here. The passive scalar study of Overholt and Pope [16] does not give moments for the PDF of ln(χ * ); therefore, a calculation very similar to run 128.4 in that report was made with a Taylor Reynolds number of 80.6, resulting in a value of the variance of ln(χ * ) = 2.9 ± 0.2. As expected, there is an increase in variance with Reynolds number. Further study is needed to determine more precisely how this PDF changes with Reynolds number. In the interest of studying local extinction we examine the evolution of χ * conditioned on being in either the flame zone (ξ RF ) or in the reversed zone (ξ RR , see equations (15) and (16)), shown in figures 11-13. Note that these are average values. Since ξ r is equal to 0.464, on average nearly one-half of the computational domain is within one of these two zones.
In figure 11 it can be seen that conditional χ * levels are much higher in the flame zone than in the reversed zone until the end of the run, leading one to anticipate a higher probability of local extinction occurring in the flame zone than in the reversed zone. The drop in χ * |ξ ∈ ξ RF at the end of the run is matched by an increase in χ * |ξ ∈ ξ RR . Runs 2 and 3 begin with moderately low and equal values of conditional χ * in the flame and reversed zones, followed by a significant rise in the flame-zone-conditioned value. The reversed-zone-conditioned value remains moderately low throughout. Again, it would be expected that local extinction would occur (first) in the flame zone. Run 4 ( figure 13) shows similar large-scale trends in the conditional χ * values; however, short-duration spikes appear in both of the curves. Accompanying the reduced ξ in the DNS for run 4 is the reduced integral-scale size . The result of this is that the largest eddies Central to the preceding discussions of local extinction is the influence of local scalar dissipation. An instructive way to examine the local scalar dissipation is through its cumulative distribution function, or CDF. A good approximation for these CDFs can be formed by assuming that the PDF of ln(χ) is Gaussian. Figure 14 presents average CDFs of scalar dissipation divided by the critical value χ * q for each run, compared with the prediction obtained by assuming that χ is log-normal and using the average values of the mean and variance of ln(χ * ) obtained from the DNS. Clearly, the three runs are indistinguishable from each other, with the predicted results giving an excellent fit to the data.
It is also clear that the probability of local scalar dissipation being greater than the critical value (one minus the value of the CDF at χ * /χ * q = 1) is very low. This is true even of the time-dependent, conditional CDF χ * /χ * q |ξ ∈ ξ R (not shown). Since local extinction does occur, as will be seen, one would expect the probability of values of χ * > χ * q to be greater. The rarity of events with χ * > χ * q , however, may be partly because the critical Damkohler number (and likewise χ * q ) predicted by CMC is not accurate. Lee and Pope [7] found that CMC underpredicted the critical Da by a factor of two to three for values ofξ r similar to those in these simulations. With that in mind we denote as 'critical probability' the probability that χ * > 1 2 χ * q , which is tabulated in table 6 for each run at various times. The tabulated critical probabilities are very small, but still show the same qualitative behaviour as seen in figures 11-13. Run 1 has larger critical probabilities in the flame zone, runs 2 and 3 show a rapid increase in the flame zone values, and the end of run 4 shows an increase in critical probability in the reversed zone. 
Reaction progress-variable perturbation
Having examined the fluctuations in the mixture fraction, which wrinkle the flame, and the spatial variations in scalar dissipation, which can cause it to locally extinguish, we are now prepared to examine the reaction progress-variable perturbation. Figures 15-18 give the evolution of the conditional and unconditional means of y * (defined by equation (32)), as well as its variance. For run 1 a dramatic rise in variance from near zero is seen at the same time as, and strongly correlated with, the flame-zone-conditioned value of y * , which is also rising, signifying local extinction beginning somewhere in the flame zone. The reversed-zone-conditioned value of y * remains small and nearly constant throughout the simulation. In the earlier discussion of conditional χ * and in figure 11 it was anticipated that local extinction was more likely to occur in the flame zone since the flame- zone-conditioned values of χ * and critical probability are also relatively high for this run, but there appears to be a time lag on the initiation of the local extinction. Given the theory that local extinction is caused by a sufficiently large blob of high-scalar-dissipation fluid intersecting the stoichiometric surface, in run 1 this chance event apparently does not occur until about 0.5T e into the run. figure 15 , only with an even stronger local extinction. In this case the start of the local extinction correlates well with the conditional χ * evolution shown in figure 12 and with the large increase in the flame-zoneconditioned critical probability given in table 6. Note that the flame-zone-conditioned critical probability at time t/T e = 0.29 is relatively small, which helps explain the delay in initiation of local extinction. Run 3 is represented by figure 17 . Here, in spite of the high Da ratio, strong scalar dissipation activity forces y * to larger values, although only to about 1 4 as large a value as in run 2.
Run 4 behaves differently, with no initial quiescent period of uniform equilibrium-like behaviour as seen in the other three runs; local extinction in both the flame and the reversed zones begins immediately. After one eddy-turnover time the flame zone begins to fully reignite (i.e. local extinction begins to disappear), while the reversed zone oscillates in the appearance of continued local extinction activity. The evolution of conditional χ * supports this result, since it shows moderately increasing values of reversed-zone-conditioned χ * for the second half of the simulation, accompanied by decreasing values of flame-zone-conditioned χ * . The same trend is seen in the critical probabilities. This is the first simulation which continued long enough for reignition to occur, and it is especially interesting for that reason.
Conditioning on y being in one reaction zone or another is useful for observing the overall behaviour and evolution of y. However, to investigate this in more detail it is necessary to condition on the mixture fraction, i.e. to plot y * |ξ = as is shown in figures 19-22 . Here, the DNS simulation results at various times are indicated with symbols (with periodicity accounted for using equations (11)- (14)), while the full curve is the CMC solution. The CMC solutions shown in each figure are obtained at the time-averaged values of Da andξ r for each simulation, as given in table 1. If instead CMC solutions were calculated for each of the instantaneous values of Da andξ r corresponding to the DNS output times, only very small ( y ref ) variations would be seen. Figure 19 for run 1 dramatically illustrates the local extinction occurring in the flame zone, while the reversed zone maintains a profile remarkably close to the CMC solution. Several characteristics should be noted, the first being the manner in which the local extinction occurs. Since extinction occurs when microscale mixing overpowers the reaction rate and microscale mixing is dominated by Y e , which is by far the largest on the stoichiometric surface, it is expected that local extinction begins on the stoichiometric surface and then spreads to other values of ξ . Therefore, we expect that y * |ξ = will show the initiation of local extinction as centred on the stoichiometric mixture fraction, with the largest values there (i.e. at ξ = ξ s ). This is clearly seen in figure 19 where y * |ξ = ξ s does increase first, pulling the rest of the profile away from equilibrium.
In the reversed zone notice a slight lifting of y * at the very last time shown, as anticipated from the evolution of the reversed-zone-conditioned χ * in figure 11 . The first two times show almost identical y * profiles, slightly below the CMC solution. However, at the final time y * |ξ = −ξ s has risen to just above the CMC solution.
The second characteristic to note is the asymmetry of the flame zone profile at the earliest time (i.e. for ξ > 0.5). The precise reason for this asymmetry is unknown, but several possible causes will be suggested. This is a conditional value, therefore statistics could be the reason (e.g. high statistical variability in that region, perhaps due to very few samples). Another possibility is that microscale mixing for that region was initially small, slowing down the departure from the initial condition. No other similar occurrence of such an asymmetry was observed in the results.
Since runs 2 and 3 share the same hydrodynamic and mixture-fraction fields, figures 20 and 21 show the effect of differing Da. For one, the profile of the solution changes slightly as Da increases (i.e. lower stoichiometric value relative to the 'shoulders' on either side). The primary feature to note, however, is the decreased extent of local extinction in run 3 as compared to run 2 at the same time. This can be seen in the maximum value of the second output time step (t/T e = 0.85 for run 2 and 0.87 for run 3), which is twice as large in run 2 (about 13) as in run 3 (about 7). This is the anticipated result, of course. Much more staid behaviour is observed in run 4 ( figure 22 ) where the reaction zone is almost twice as wide as the rms fluctuation of ξ . As also seen in the temporal evolution of y * (figure 18), early on there is a small local extinction in the flame zone which then reignites, resulting in the last two profiles lying very close to the CMC solution. In the reversed zone a small local extinction is occurring throughout most of the simulation, and is centred on the stoichiometric value. After seeing so clearly the effect of local scalar dissipation on the results, it should be emphasized that most turbulent combustion models are based on the volume-averaged mean scalar dissipation, χ , and thereby do not account for the local variations. This includes the CMC and QEDR models. An exception to the rule is the Lagrangian spectral relaxation model of Fox [42] . The effect of local scalar dissipation is illustrated here by using the CMC and QEDR models with the local χ substituted for χ , resulting in a close comparison with the DNS results. See the report by Overholt and Pope [9] for more details on the model solutions presented here.
Returning again to run 1, figure 23 compares the flame-zone-and reversed-zoneconditioned values of y * , conditioned also on the local scalar dissipation, to CMC and QEDR solutions. The rightmost end of the CMC line terminates in an 'X' symbol, corresponding to the predicted extinction value. The QEDR line extends to the largest value of χ * for which there exists a solution to y * for all values of ξ in the reaction zone. Overall a strong dependence of conditional y * on local χ * is seen for all χ values significantly greater than 2 β 2 . CMC and QEDR give almost identical results, both slightly overpredicting the DNS when χ *
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−1 and when there is no local extinction. As noted earlier, the reversed zone remains fully reacting throughout the run. However, local extinction does occur in the flame zone, beginning at the largest value of scalar dissipation and then propagating to smaller values.
A normalized, critical value of scalar dissipation was defined earlier by equation ( The CMC critical extinction value is denoted by an 'X' symbol.
M An MPEG movie associated with this figure is available from the article's abstract page in the online journal; see http://www.iop.org.
Note that once local extinction is triggered the disturbance propagates to values of χ * much less than χ * q . Figures 24 and 25 show the same close comparison between the DNS data and the models, with the same pattern of local extinction initiating at values of χ * > χ * q . Also, the lesser extent of local extinction in the higher Da ratio run can be seen in the decreased propagation (of symbols) toward smaller values of χ * . In the reversed zone of run 2 values of χ * do exceed χ * q without resulting in local extinction. However, based on figure 12 it appears that the majority of the reversed reactive region is experiencing below-average levels of χ * , which could explain why local extinction has not occurred.
The results for run 4 shown in figure 26 are similar. As noted in the discussion of figure 22 , the local extinction experienced in this simulation is less extensive, which is manifest here in both the smaller deviations of conditional y * from its fully reacting value and also in the smaller distance in which the extinction disturbance propagates to the left (i.e. towards smaller values of χ * ). In summary, doubly conditioning y * on the local scalar dissipation and on being in the reaction zone clearly shows a strong dependence on the local scalar dissipation to the point that the occurrence of local extinction can almost be predicted based on whether or not points exist or have existed with χ * significantly greater than χ * q . In order to better understand figures 23-26, it is useful to examine the doubly conditioned quantity y * |ξ = , χ * = X * . Only a few sample results are shown due to lack of space; however, they qualitatively represent the behaviour seen throughout. Figures 27 and 28 show the evolution of y * thus conditioned in run 3. At first a uniform behaviour is seen. Then, as local extinction begins, values of y * at large χ * rapidly increase and the disturbance spreads Figure 24 . Conditional y * |ξ ∈ ξ RF , χ * = X * , and shifted down two decades y * |ξ ∈ ξ RR , χ * = X * , for run 2. , t/T e = 0.29; , t/T e = 0.85; •, t/T e = 1.44; --, CMC; ----, QEDR.
The CMC critical extinction value is denoted by an 'X' symbol.
Figure 25.
Conditional y * |ξ ∈ ξ RF , χ * = X * , and shifted down two decades y * |ξ ∈ ξ RR , χ * = X * , for run 3. , t/T e = 0.29; , t/T e = 0.87; --, CMC; ----, QEDR. The CMC critical extinction value is denoted by an 'X' symbol.
M An MPEG movie associated with this figure is available from the article's abstract page in the online journal; see http://www.iop.org. Figure 26 . Conditional y * |ξ ∈ ξ RF , χ * = X * , and shifted down two decades y * |ξ ∈ ξ RR , χ * = X * , for run 4. , t/T e = 0.39; , t/T e = 1.08; •, t/T e = 2.07; , t/T e = 3.05; --, CMC;
----, QEDR. The CMC critical extinction value is denoted by an 'X' symbol.
M An MPEG movie associated with this figure is available from the article's abstract page in the online journal; see http://www.iop.org. to neighbouring regions of the ξ -χ space. These figures should be compared with the QEDR and CMC solutions for run 3, shown in figure 29 . Again, the solutions are calculated to the largest values of χ * possible. Clearly the CMC solution corresponds very closely to figure 27. It can also be seen that the QEDR solution is best inside the reaction zone and deteriorates outside. Other figures (not shown) show that, after local extinction passes and reignition occurs, y * |ξ = , χ * = X * returns to its undisturbed shape. Figure 30 shows a typical local extinction, here occurring in the reversed zone of run 4. Only one slice is shown; however, that slice is taken through the middle of the local extinction, which has a third dimension roughly equal to the extent of the disturbance along x 1 . This is the same slice as was shown in figure 9 , where it was noted that the maximum levels of χ * occurred on the stoichiometric surface in the reversed zone. That is the same location where the local extinction is occurring in this figure, validating the theory that local extinction is brought on by large values of local scalar dissipation. (Note for the electronic version: an MPEG movie comparing the evolution of the y * and χ * fields is available.) In summary, these results all agree with the following local extinction mechanism. It is known that local extinction is driven by microscale mixing overpowering the reaction rate. Microscale mixing is by far the largest near the stoichiometric surface due to Y e , hence local extinction begins there. Local extinction begins, then, when a pocket or small region of high local-scalar dissipation intersects the stoichiometric surface. In order for the disturbance to exist for any significant period of time that pocket must be large enough in magnitude and extent to drive the local y past the maximum reaction rate (for the thermochemistry parameters chosen here, at ξ = ξ s the maximum reaction rate occurs for y = 0.094), after which the reaction rate decreases with increasing y, allowing y to accelerate towards Y e (Y = 0). This examination would not be complete without a look at the PDF of y * (y * is defined in equation (32)), given in figure 31 . It is evident that the large majority of the flow in all the runs is undergoing stable reaction or fully lit, with y near zero. As the first three runs progress, however, the local extinction that occurs manifests itself in the rising of the tail of the PDF and subsequent extension to larger values of the y * sample-space variable Y * . This phenomenon is also present in run 4, although less dramatic. 
Conclusions
Clearly the PRZ model flow (periodic reaction zones) is a useful one for studying non-premixed turbulent reaction. It has been shown to be accessible to DNS, and results thereby obtained can be compared with CMC and QEDR model predictions, PDF simulations [9] and other calculations.
The parameter space for PRZ is composed of the Reynolds number, the Damkohler number and the reaction zone thickness parameter,ξ r = ξ r /ξ .
Large intermittency or spatial variability was found in the scalar dissipation, which has a profound effect on the DNS results. A mechanism for local extinction consistent with the results of this study is as follows: local extinction is initiated when a sufficiently large pocket of high-scalar-dissipation fluid intersects a stoichiometric mixture-fraction surface, increasing the strength of microscale mixing to well beyond that of the reaction rate. Local extinction occurred in this study even when the Damkohler number was 25 times the critical value, due to very large variance in the scalar dissipation (var[ln(χ / χ )] ≈ 2.2). Both (first-moment) CMC and QEDR model predictions, based on the local χ, gave remarkably good agreement with the DNS for regions of the flow where local extinction was not present. CMC gave the best agreement for the conditional y * |ξ = , χ * = X * , and also matched the DNS very well for the conditional y * |ξ = . Higher-order conditional moment closures were not considered in this study, but a future comparison with these results would be interesting.
In summary, the value of including the scalar dissipation fluctuation in mixing models, such as Fox is doing [42] , is substantiated and shown to be essential for the prediction of local extinction. where C is a constant to be specified, and G(ξ), given by
is independent of ξ e . Plots of the functions f and g are given in figure A2 for the thermochemistry parameters chosen for this study.
A.4. Range of applicability of self-similarity
Self-similarity promises access to a much larger range of values ofξ r than otherwise would be possible, both for PDF methods and for DNS. However, due to the asymptotic nature of various functions used in the definition of this thermochemistry, self-similarity is only maintained accurately for a certain range of parameter values. Specifically, Subramaniam [11] found that accurate self-similarity required that ξ e 0.0127. In DNS it is advantageous to have ξ e as large as possible, since spatial accuracy is directly related to ξ e . By examining the computational cost of satisfying the self-similarity condition on ξ e , using equation (28), it is evident that the cost would be prohibitive at this time. Hence the self-similarity feature of this thermochemistry was not utilized in this work.
